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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel end-to-end archi-
tecture that could generate a variety of plausible video sequences
correlating two given discontinuous frames. Our work is inspired
by the human ability of inference. Specifically, given two static
images, human are capable of inferring what might happen in
between as well as present diverse versions of their inference. We
firstly train our model to learn the transformation to understand
the movement trends within given frames. For the sake of
imitating the inference of human, we introduce a latent variable
sampled from Gaussian distribution. By means of integrating
different latent variables with learned transformation features,
the model could learn more various possible motion modes. Then
applying these motion modes on the original frame, we could
acquire various corresponding intermediate video sequence.
Moreover, the framework is trained in adversarial fashion with
unsupervised learning. Evaluating on the Moving Mnist dataset
and the 2D Shape dataset, we show that our model is capable of
imitating the human inference to some extent.
Index Terms—Video Inference, Brain Inspired, Generation,
Transformation, Adversarial Learning
I. INTRODUCTION
Given two discrete static video frames, human could infer
what happens in between according to the context. More
importantly, people are not going to be limited into only one
possibility, and could present various versions of the inference.
Inspired by such interesting intuition, in this work, we
propose a novel end-to-end framework that imitates the human
capability of inference and learns to generate both diverse and
plausible video sequence to correlate two given discontinuous
frames. Note that the task of video inference is quite differ-
ent from the video interpolation. Interpolation needs to get
generated intermediate frames as closer to the ground truth as
possible, while inference focuses on the variety and rationality.
The study of video inference is still in its infancy, and there
is few related work as well. However, our goal is similar
to the task of video prediction, and thus we could borrow
some ideas from it. Some work like Srivastava et al. [1],
Mathieu et al. [2] and Kalchbrenner et al. [3] directly generate
video in pixel level. In contrast, another category of works
Fig. 1. An example of human capability of inference. The first image shows
a player holding a basketball, and the last one displays the basketball is in.
Based on these two scenes, generally people could infer how he scores: may
be shooting (A) or dunking (B).
begin with learning the motion information within input video
sequence, and then apply learned transform features on given
frames to predict future frames [4] [5] [6] [7]. Generally,
motion only occurs in a fraction of region of the scene
while rest keeps invariant, so that prediction on all pixels
is redundant and may accumulate more error. Therefore, in
our framework, we employ latter transform-based method to
generate video. Moreover, to extract transform features, we
formulate our model in an encoder-decoder manner like most
video prediction approaches do.
In order to imitate the variety and certain randomness of
inference of human, we introduce a latent variable drawn from
Gaussian distribution. Then via integrating different latent
variables with learned transform features, the model could
acquire more possible motion modes. Please note that these
extended motion modes are not unreasonable. The initial
transformation is learned from the actual input, and thus
the variation that the latent variable brings are well-founded.
It resembles a sudden inspiration flashes upon your mind
changing your fact-based judgement of things, and we prefer
to consider such variable as the imitation of inspiration.
Inference does not pursue exactly the same with actual
videos, and allows certain deviation as well as extension. As
long as what we generate appear to be real and plausible,
they could be considered acceptable inference. Therefore,
traditional supervised learning used in video prediction is
incompetent here. Instead, we train our model in adversarial
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of video imagination from single image. In our framework, to produce one imaginary video, the input image is first encoded into a condition
code and sent to transformation generator together with a latent variable. The generated transformation sequence is applied to input image later in volumetric
merge network where frames are reconstructed with transformed images and volumetric kernels. Those four frames form one imaginary video. By sampling
different latent variable from guassian distribution, our framework can produce diverse imaginary videos.
fashion [8], which has achieved great success in unsupervised
image generation [9] [10] [11]. Specifically, we put both the
generated and real videos into a discriminator that would dis-
tinguish counterfeits from the real ones. Due to such training
manner, our completed video sequences are going to gradually
appears to be authentic. As for the design of discriminator, we
employ the strategy in Wasserstein GAN [12], which is one
of the most outstanding generative adversarial network so far.
We evaluate our design on two datasets, the Moving Mnist
dataset [1] and the 2D Shape dataset [5]. Conditioned on two
discontinuous static frames,we are capable of generating a
variety of reasonable short videos to correlate given images
(see Fig), which shows that our model could imitate the human
capacity of inference to some extent.
II. APPROACH
Inference on missing video sequence requires the capability
of both understanding scenario and giving reasonable pro-
posals. We take this challenge task as a generative problem
with constraint. Fig.2 shows the overall architecture of our
framework.
our framework employs adversarial training and hence
contains two part: generation part and discrimination part.
In generation part, we first design a Scenario Encoder to
understand start frame and end frame; Secondly, we use a
Transformation-based strategy to generate transform features
and masks. Moreover, we introduce an inspiration code to
enable diverse inference. Finally, transform features and masks
are applied to the start frame to produce inference frames. In
discrimination part, we do not involve any supervised criterion,
instead we design a spatio-temporal network to guarantee the
completion video sequences are plausible.
A. Scenario Encoder
The information of the raw input, pairwise frames <
fstart, fend > indicating the start and the end frame in a video
sequence, is limited. < fstart, fend > depict a scenario repre-
senting both the appearance and dynamic change. A reasonable
completion sequence needs to maintain the appearance as well
as keep dynamic change consistent. Appearance information
can be extract from frames while the difference image f−
between fstart and fend is a reasonable description of the
dynamic change. We concatenate the first frame fstart and
the difference image f− in depth to serve as a 6-channel input
of our framework. The input is then encoded into a scenario
code.
Like inspiration is important in human inference, we believe
an inspiration code is the key to make multiple inference.
Before the scenario code sent to generator, it is concatenated
with an inspiration code sampled from gussian distribution.
B. Transformation-based Generator
In order to better utilizing limited information, we build a
transformation-based frame generator. Instead of reconstruct
pixels from scratch, we use transform features to model
motions, and synthesize frame through a mask. The trans-
form features depict ”how” object move and masks indicate
”where”.
We employ affine transformation as the transform feature,
because [13] has shown affine transformation can serve as a
layered representation for motion analysis. One simple affine
transform feature contains 6 parameters that can be formed as
a matrix T . To transform image I into a transformed image Iˆ ,
firstly, T determines a warping grids represent the coordinate
correspondence between I and Iˆ .
(
xˆk
yˆk
)
= T
xkyk
1
 (1)
Each pixel value Iˆ(xk, yk) in Iˆ is produced through bilinear
sampling.
Iˆ(xk, yk) =
W∑
i
H∑
j
I(i, j)max(0, 1− | xˆk − i |)
max(0, 1− | yˆk − j |) (2)
To model more complex motions, multiple transform features
T p are generated and applied to the start frame f0 to form
multiple transformed images fˆps. Those fˆps are composited
into one inference frame fˆ through point-wise multiply with
a mask. Inference frames fˆs are concatenated with fstart and
fend to form completion video sequence Vˆ
C. Adversarial training
The task of inference means there is no precise reference
or ground-truth, hence the traditional criterion like MSE
is no longer appropriate. Recently adversarial training has
been proved to have great performance in generative model.
Especially Wasserstein GAN [12] accelerate and stabilize the
training procedure. We design a spatial-temporal discriminator
D that give [judgement] based on both spatial performance
and temporal consistent. Let P (V ) represent the distribution
of realistic video sequence and PT (V ) denote generated video
sequence. The generator loss lossg is defined as:
lossg = −Ev∼PT (V )D(v) (3)
The discriminate loss lossd is defined as:
lossd = Ev∼PT (V )D(v)− Ev∼P (V )D(v) (4)
Alternatively, we minimize the loss lossg once after mini-
mizing the loss lossd 5 times until a fixed number of iterations.
D. Implementation Details
The missing video frames are generated recursively. Each
time with two nonadjacent frames < ft1 , ft2 > as input, the
frame right in the middle f t2−t1
2
is generated.
III. EXPERIMENT
A. Implement Details
In our experiments, the scenario encoder consists of 4
convolutional layers, while the decoder for generating masks
is formulated as a 3-layer deconvolutional network. Moreover,
we use a 2-layers fully connected network to generate trans-
formation. The random variable sampled from the Guassian
distribution has 100 dimensions, and the scenario features
extracted by the encoder has 512 dimensions.
B. Moving MNIST
The moving MNIST dataset [1] consists of videos showing 2
digits moving inside a 64 x 64 frame. This dataset is generated
on the fly where the digits are chosen randomly from the
training set of MNIST dataset as well as assigned random
initial location, velocity and direction. In our experiments,
we generated 64,000 training video clips and 320 testing
clips each of length 5 frames. Taking the first and the last
frames as input, our model is trained to infer middle frames.
Both the generated and actual frames will be taken into the
discriminator, which is aim at improving the quality of our
inference but not making generated videos closer to real ones.
C. 2D Shape
Next we evaluated our framework on a synthetic RGB video
dataset, the 2D shapes dataset [5] which contains three types
of objects: circles, squares, and triangles. The circles always
move vertically, squares horizontally and triangles diagonally
with random velocity within [0,5]. Since this dataset originally
is used for the task of predicting next frame given the first
frame, it only contains image pairs that have 2 consecutive
frames. Therefore, we extend it on the fly to convert image
pairs into video clips that have 5 frames. The training set has
20,000 video clips, and there are 500 clips for testing. Training
in the same setting as experiments on the moving MNIST, the
model learns to infer what might happen in middle 3 frames.
D. Experiment Results
Quantitative evaluation of generative models is a difficult,
unsolved problem [13], and some works attempt to explore an
uniform assessment method such as the Mean-Squared Error
(MSE), the Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM) [14]
and the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [2]. However,
these evaluation systems are mainly designed for the task
of prediction, and the ground truth is used as an important
criterion. Therefore, existing assessments are not suitable in
our case. Moreover, for all we know, there are no published
works so far attempting to study the task of video inference
we propose in this paper, so that we have few available related
works for comparison. Based on the above, we could not
provide the quantitative evaluation of our approach and the
comparison with other ones for the present. To overcome
these problems, our future work will focus on the research
of feasible evaluation approaches for the video inference task.
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